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Why elliptic flow ?

• One of the most sensitive probes to the partonic EOS 
in the early stage of heavy ion collisions
✓ Initial geometry overlap (eccentricity ε) → final momentum 

anisotropy (elliptic flow)
✓ Pressure gradient drives flow
➡ Sensitive to the (partonic) equation of state, d. o. f., and transport 

coefficients
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in the early stages of central collisions. HIJING=BB,
however, fails to predict the multistrange to h! ratios,
in particular, that of the !, which it underpredicts by
nearly an order of magnitude. It has previously been
shown that HIJING successfully predicts the midrapidity
total charged particle yields [26], suggesting that the
entropy is reasonably well reproduced by this model.
The addition of the gluon-junction mechanism, which
was necessary to replicate the small net-baryon yields
at RHIC [27], does not sufficiently enhance the multi-
strange baryon yields. A different physics mechanism is
thus necessary to model the strangeness production. At
SPS energies the introduction of final state interactions
helped to account for the observed hyperon enhancement
but failed to reproduce the overall strangeness production
(K"=!") [28]. The introduction of strong partonic
interactions in the initial state was needed to account
for both the hyperon and overall strangeness production
at the SPS [29].

After reporting the yields to study the chemical con-
tent of the system, we address now the thermal freeze-out
properties of the multistrange baryons. For this purpose,

we fit the 10% most central m? spectra to a hydrodynami-
cally inspired function [30]. In this model, all considered
particles are emitted from a thermal expanding source
with a transverse flow velocity h"?i at the thermal
freeze-out temperature Tfo. We use a flow velocity profile
of "?#r$ % "s#r=R$n, where R is the maximum emission
radius and n % 0:5 (as in [20]), and a constant particle
density profile. The dashed lines of Fig. 3(a) show the one,
two, and three sigma contours for Tfo versus h"?i for the
fit to the "! and "" data combined, with the diamond
indicating the best fit solution (Tfo % 182& 39 MeV,
h"?i % #0:42& 0:08$c, and #2=d:o:f: % 13=15). Also
shown, as solid lines, are the one, two, and three sigma
contours for a combined fit to the STAR !, K, p, and #
data [13,20–22]. The marker is the optimal fit location. In
varying the velocity profile from n % 0:5 to n % 1:0, Tfo
decreases by '15% and h"?i remains constant ('1%).
For n > 1:0, the fit does not reproduce the light particles
spectra anymore [20]. No significant effect is seen in [31]
for several variations of the particle density profile. In all
the cases, the results for the two data sets do not overlap,
indicating that the " baryons, within this approach, show
a different thermal freeze-out behavior than !, K, p, and
#. The current ! statistics do not allow one to distinguish
between an early decoupling or a common freeze-out
with the lighter species. Figure 3(b) shows the mean p?
for these particles calculated from the functions which
best reproduce each m? spectrum (Bose-Einstein for !,
exponential for K, hydrodynamically inspired function
for p, and Boltzmann for #, ", and !). The error bars are
statistical, and systematic uncertainties added in quadra-
ture. The band represents the model prediction based on
the three sigma contour for the fit to the STAR !, K, p,
and # data, while the lower dashed curve shows the
prediction for Tfo % 170 MeV, h"?i % 0, i.e., a system
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Tfo versus h"?i for the hydrodynamically inspired model fits to the m? spectra. The one, two, and three
sigma contours are shown. Dashed curves are for a simultaneous fit to the "! and "". Solid curves are a separate fit to the STAR !,
K, p, and # data. The diamonds represent the best fit in both cases. (b) hp?i for identified particles versus particle mass (see text for
details). The band results from the three sigma contour of the hydrodynamically inspired model fit to the !, K, p, and # data, and
the dashed curve is for Tfo % 170 MeV, h"?i % 0.

TABLE II. Ratios from the 10% most central data compared
to predictions from a statistical model [8], a nonequilibrium
model [9], and HIJING=BB [25]. The uncertainties shown are
first statistical and then systematic.

Ratio ((10!3) Data 0%–10% Stat. Nonequil. HIJING=BB

"!=h! 7:7& 0:6& 1:0 7.7 7.6 5.1
""=h! 6:5& 0:5& 0:8 6.5 6.1 3.0
!=h! 2:1& 0:4& 0:4 2.9 2.8 0.29
"!=# 187& 20& 26 148 190 171
""= $## 215& 24& 30 163 207 142
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Why multi-strange hadrons ?

• Probe for the partonic stage
✓ Smaller 〈β⊥〉, larger Tfo (~ Tch) and deviation of 〈pT〉 
➡ Radial flow is cumulative → less time to develop radial flow
➡ freeze-out earlier than other light hadrons
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Data set, analysis method

• TPC
✓ Full azimuth, |η| < 1

• Year 7 data
✓ ~ 60 M minimum bias 

events in |vz| < 30 cm
- Vertex Position Detector (|η| ~ 4-5) 

+ Zero Degree Calorimeter trigger

✓ Centrality from uncorrected 
dNch/dη in |η| < 0.5

✓ Event plane methods
- TPC event plane due to the limited 

statistics for multi-strange hadrons

✓ Particle identification
- dE/dx in the TPC

- Secondary vertex finder for Ξ, Ω
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Signal extraction

• Clear signal for φ and Ω
✓ φ : Breit-Wigner + linear fit

- after combinatorial background subtraction by event mixing

✓ Ω : Gaussian + 2nd order polynomial fit
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2 < pT < 3 GeV/c
|y| < 0.5

2 < pT < 3 GeV/c
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• v2 increases from 
central to peripheral
✓ driven by eccentricity

• The v2 for multi-
strange hadrons is as 
large as other light 
hadrons

• Systematic error
✓ Non-flow contributions ~ 

15-20%
- from PRC77, 054901 (2008)

✓ Other sources ~ 5-10%
- Background evaluation, track 

selection criteria

Large v2 for multi-strange hadrons
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Number of quark scaling of v2

• NQ scaling works up to pT/nq or (mT-mass)/nq ~ 1-1.5 
GeV/c
✓ Partonic collectivity → Deconfinement
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φ meson v2 at low pT

• Radial flow boosts 
heavier hadrons to 
higher pT

✓ smaller v2 for heavier 
hadrons for a given pT

✓ v2(π) > v2(K) > v2(p)

• Mass ordering from 
ideal hydrodynamics
✓ v2(p) > v2(φ) 

• Data: v2(φ) ~ v2(p)
✓ Why ?
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MASS ORDERING OF DIFFERENTIAL ELLIPTIC FLOW . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 77, 044909 (2008)
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Transverse-momentum dependence of the elliptic flow parameters for pions (dotted blue), protons (dashed green),
and φ mesons (solid red), for Au+Au collisions at b = 7.2 fm. (a) Before hadronic rescattering. (b) After hadronic rescattering. (c) Ideal
hydrodynamics with Tth = 100 MeV. The results for pions and protons are the same as shown in Fig. 5.

to ideal hydrodynamics with Tth = 169 MeV) and for the ideal
hydrodynamic model with Tth = 100 MeV, that (i) the ratio
increases with pT or KET due to radial flow effects and that
(ii) the rate of increase drops when the freeze-out temperature
Tth is decreased, due to buildup of additional radial flow.
Surprisingly, the ratio increases even in pp collisions, but
for entirely different reasons, unrelated to collective flow: the
φ spectrum from pp collisions shown in Fig. 10 below is
considerably flatter than the proton spectrum, leading to the
prominent rise of the φ/p ratio with pT . The most interesting
feature of Fig. 8 is that the φ/p ratio from the hybrid model
does not at all increase with pT or KET (except at very
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Invariant cross sections as a function of
pT in nonsingly diffractive pp collisions for pions, protons, [72] and
φ mesons. Dotted, dashed, and solid lines are results from PYTHIA
for pions, protons, and φ mesons, respectively.

low pT < 500 MeV/c). Instead, it decreases over almost
the entire range of transverse kinetic energy shown in the
figure. This decrease is due to the flattening of the proton
spectrum by hadronically generated radial flow in which the
weakly coupled φ mesons do not participate. The comparison
with pp collisions and hydrodynamic model simulations in
Fig. 8 shows that the observation of such a decreasing φ/p
ratio would be an unambiguous signature for early decoupling
of φ mesons from the hadronic rescattering dynamics.

We now proceed to the discussion of dissipative effects
during the hadronic rescattering stage on the differential
elliptic flow v2(pT ). Figure 9 shows v2(pT ) from the hybrid
model for π, p, and φ. We consider semicentral collisions
(20–30% centrality), choosing impact parameter b = 7.2 fm.
In the absence of hadronic rescattering we observe the hy-
drodynamically expected mass ordering vπ

2 (pT ) > v
p
2 (pT ) >

v
φ
2 (pT ) [Fig. 9(a)], but just as in Fig. 5 (dashed lines) the

mass splitting is small. Figure 9(b) shows the effects of
hadronic rescattering: whereas the v2(pT ) curves for pions
and protons separate as discussed before (at low pT the pion
curve moves up while the proton curve moves down), v2(pT )
for the φ meson remains almost unchanged [66]. As a result
of rescattering the proton elliptic flow ends up being smaller
than that of the φ meson, v

p
2 (pT ) < v

φ
2 (pT ) for 0 < pT <

1.2 GeV/c, even though mφ > mp. Hadronic dissipative effects
are seen to be particle specific, depending on their scattering
cross sections that couple them to the medium. The large
cross section difference between the protons and φ mesons
in the hadronic rescattering phase leads to a violation of the
hydrodynamic mass ordering at low pT in the final state.

This is the most important new result of our work. Current
experimental data [67,68] neither confirm nor contradict this
predicted behavior, due to the difficulty of reconstructing
low-pT φ mesons from their decay products. If it turns
out that high-precision φ-meson v2 data at low pT show
violation of mass ordering, it will be evidence for strong
momentum anisotropy having developed already during the
QGP stage, with the contribution carried by φ mesons not
being redistributed in pT by late hadronic rescattering. At
intermediate pT , recent data [67,68] confirm the prediction
from the quark coalescence model [69,70] that there the elliptic
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hydrodynamic model with Tth = 100 MeV, that (i) the ratio
increases with pT or KET due to radial flow effects and that
(ii) the rate of increase drops when the freeze-out temperature
Tth is decreased, due to buildup of additional radial flow.
Surprisingly, the ratio increases even in pp collisions, but
for entirely different reasons, unrelated to collective flow: the
φ spectrum from pp collisions shown in Fig. 10 below is
considerably flatter than the proton spectrum, leading to the
prominent rise of the φ/p ratio with pT . The most interesting
feature of Fig. 8 is that the φ/p ratio from the hybrid model
does not at all increase with pT or KET (except at very
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low pT < 500 MeV/c). Instead, it decreases over almost
the entire range of transverse kinetic energy shown in the
figure. This decrease is due to the flattening of the proton
spectrum by hadronically generated radial flow in which the
weakly coupled φ mesons do not participate. The comparison
with pp collisions and hydrodynamic model simulations in
Fig. 8 shows that the observation of such a decreasing φ/p
ratio would be an unambiguous signature for early decoupling
of φ mesons from the hadronic rescattering dynamics.

We now proceed to the discussion of dissipative effects
during the hadronic rescattering stage on the differential
elliptic flow v2(pT ). Figure 9 shows v2(pT ) from the hybrid
model for π, p, and φ. We consider semicentral collisions
(20–30% centrality), choosing impact parameter b = 7.2 fm.
In the absence of hadronic rescattering we observe the hy-
drodynamically expected mass ordering vπ

2 (pT ) > v
p
2 (pT ) >

v
φ
2 (pT ) [Fig. 9(a)], but just as in Fig. 5 (dashed lines) the

mass splitting is small. Figure 9(b) shows the effects of
hadronic rescattering: whereas the v2(pT ) curves for pions
and protons separate as discussed before (at low pT the pion
curve moves up while the proton curve moves down), v2(pT )
for the φ meson remains almost unchanged [66]. As a result
of rescattering the proton elliptic flow ends up being smaller
than that of the φ meson, v

p
2 (pT ) < v

φ
2 (pT ) for 0 < pT <

1.2 GeV/c, even though mφ > mp. Hadronic dissipative effects
are seen to be particle specific, depending on their scattering
cross sections that couple them to the medium. The large
cross section difference between the protons and φ mesons
in the hadronic rescattering phase leads to a violation of the
hydrodynamic mass ordering at low pT in the final state.

This is the most important new result of our work. Current
experimental data [67,68] neither confirm nor contradict this
predicted behavior, due to the difficulty of reconstructing
low-pT φ mesons from their decay products. If it turns
out that high-precision φ-meson v2 data at low pT show
violation of mass ordering, it will be evidence for strong
momentum anisotropy having developed already during the
QGP stage, with the contribution carried by φ mesons not
being redistributed in pT by late hadronic rescattering. At
intermediate pT , recent data [67,68] confirm the prediction
from the quark coalescence model [69,70] that there the elliptic
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Ideal hydro Ideal hydro 
+ hadron cascade

T. Hirano et al.,
Phys. Rev. C77, 044909 (2008)

Effect of hadronic rescattering

• Two different simulations
✓ (c) Pure ideal hydro down to T = 100 MeV
✓ (a), (b) Ideal hydro + hadron cascade JAM

• Break mass ordering of φ meson due to
✓ small hadronic cross section + hadronic rescattering effect on v2
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Conclusions

• Multi-strange hadron v2 have been measured in Au + 
Au collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV
✓ v2 increases from central to peripheral collisions
✓ as large as other lighter hadrons

• Number of quark scaling holds in pT/nq < 1.5 GeV/c
✓ Partonic collectivity

• v2 of φ mesons is consistent with that of protons within 
statistical errors in pT < 1 GeV/c
✓ comparison of φ meson v2 to proton v2 is useful for 

understanding the effect of hadronic stage
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